


The underdog story of  ROCKY, the competitive drive of  THE 
KARATE KID and the grit of  FIGHT CLUB and 8 MILE 

…but funny.

We want people to 
LAUGH. The running 
gag of this film is the 
r i d i c u l o u s b e i n g 
portrayed with complete 
sincerity. We are playing 
it straight. 

The intent is to tell an 
energetic and funny 
story while satirizing 
familiar elements from 
some of the greatest 
movies of all time.

Professional charades 
exists in the world of our 
fi l m a s a S E R I O U S 
SPORT. The viewer will 
get the joke right away. 
T h e s e a r e r e a l - l i f e 
exper iences for our 
characters. While there 
wil l be some broad 
m o m e n t s , t h e y a r e 
“keeping it real” for the 
most part. Our goal is to 
present professional 
charades as a serious 
competitive sport.

Instead of high-key 
lighting and the primary 
p a l e t t e o f m o s t 
contemporary films, ours 
wil l f avor contrast , 
g r i t t i n e s s a n d a n 
underground, ear thy 
palette. 

Of course, we will also 
have fun with some of 
the familiar moments of 
sports movies such as 
“training montages” and 
“the dr ama tic main 
event.”

IN A NUTSHELL





IT’S TIME FOR THE NEXT  
GREAT SPORTS COMEDY

The key to any great comedy is JOKES. Whether they 
be sight-gags, physical comedy, or hilarious dialogue, 
there should be A LOT OF THEM. It’s literally a case 
of  “the more, the merrier.”



THERE’S ALWAYS  
ROOM FOR HEART

It’s one thing to have a comedy film 
successfully stacked with comic characters. 
It’s another thing to have characters you love 
and grow to love. Fortunately for us, this 
movie has both.





Flamboyant and flawed, the hero we will 
come to love.

Donnie Miller was arguably the greatest competitive 
charades champion of all time. Ten years ago, he suffered a 
career-ending loss that drove him into seclusion. 

Living in squalor and anonymity, he is tracked down by a 
former fan and competitive charades hopeful (Marty 
McKeever) who wants nothing more than to bring him 
back to his former glory. 

With nothing to lose, he begrudgingly takes one last shot 
at fortune and glory.

DONNIE MILLER





Her plucky determination helps her rediscover 
her and seek out her former hero and passion 

for competitive charades.

Ten years ago, Marty McKeever was the biggest Donnie 
Miller fan EVER. After his harrowing loss in Uppsala, 
Sweden, she retired her fandom. 

Cut to today, where Marty hasn’t figured out her role in 
the world. Serendipitously, she finds Donnie Miller, now 
living a humble secluded life. She uncharacteristically 
takes on the adventure of training with him to bring him 
back to the sport he once ruled and she once revered.

MARTY McKEEVER



EVERY HERO NEEDS 
A GOOD VILLAIN

EVERY HERO NEEDS  
A GOOD VILLAIN

Every Thor needs his Loki. The badder they are, 
the greater our hero’s rise to the occasion.





Fierce and cunning…the most dangerous kind 
of  charades champion.

Cassandra Lange was Donnie Miller’s charades partner 
during his golden era. Fed up with living in Donnie’s 
shadow, she sabotages him during a main event match in 
Sweden. It’s ultimately the cause of Donnie’s downfall 
and the beginning of her reign as champion in the World 
Charades Federation. 

She takes up with willing lapdog Vince Carson, and they 
rule the sport for years. She is very threatened by the 
possibility of Donnie’s return and will stop at nothing to 
hold on to her championship.

CASSANDRA LANGE



Part showman, part biker gang member, the 
unscrupulous CEO of  the World Charades 

Federation who will protect the sport’s legacy 
at any cost.

“The Mole” actually inherited the WCF from his father, 
who started organized professional charading during the 
prohibition era. 

A post-Donnie Miller WCF has not maintained the 
integrity for which the sport it was once renowned . 
Struggling for relevance, “The Mole” will find himself  
doing whatever it takes to keep professional charades 
alive.

RUDOLPH MOLANSKI 
a.k.a. “The Mole”



Despite Cassandra’s maliciousness, Vince is a 
loyal partner and knows his role as part of  the 

current power-duo of  the World Charades 
Federation.

Vince Carson becomes Cassandra Lange’s new partner as a 
result of her scheme to destroy Donnie Miller. The two of 
them usher in a new era of charades as dominant 
champions.  

Vince is a student of new age philosophies, even if  he 
doesn’t entirely understand them. 

He doesn’t hate Donnie, in fact, he is inappropriately 
drawn to him.

VINCE CARSON



The exasperated and frequently frustrated 
fiancé of  Marty McKeever.

“By the book” is how David lives his life. He is regimented 
and organized. He is eager to start his life with Marty…on 
his terms. 

David is so caught-up in his professional life and obsessive-
compulsion that he is unaware of his fiancee’s longing for 
something different. 

Just wait until he finds out that his future-wife wants to 
become a professional charadist!

DAVID SIMPSON



They may only grace the screen for a brief  time, but they can leave 
an indelible impression on the audience.

SUPPORTING ROLES MAKE 
FOR MEMORABLE MOMENTS





The voices of  the World Charades Federation.

Former charades competitor Shane “The Mongoose” 
Brennan and charades historian Lee Haith are the voices 
behind the WCF broadcasts. They deliver play-by-play and 
color commentary to the Federation fans and our 
audience. 

Because they are such specialists, they are STILL calling 
charades matches when Donnie makes his big return.

SHANE BRENNAN 
and LEE HAITH



Donnie’s current employer

Prakash Khan owns Hei Ya Chinese Restaurant in 
downtown Los Angeles. Donnie works there as a humble 
dishwasher. Prakash is unaware of the sport of 
professional charades and is unaware of his employee’s 
past. 

Prakash is very self-help motivated and intends to be the 
purveyor of the finest discount Chinese  cuisine in the city.  

Prakash has a soft-spot in his heart for Donnie…but also 
will not tolerate his shenanigans.

PRAKASH KHAN



Their mismatching as partners makes them the 
perfect match.

The muscle of The Mole’s outfit. These two misfits carry 
out the orders of their boss with 100% loyalty. Being in 
each other’s company for so long they act as if  they are an 
old married couple.

TRIGGER 
and NUTSY



The Assistant Deputy Mayor of  Los Angeles 
with an existential crisis is Marty’s boss

Jacob Fitz is the Assistant Deputy Mayor of Los Angeles 
and Marty is his right hand and sign-language interpreter. 
Although he is self-centered and obnoxious at times, his 
heart is in the right place. He helps Marty see her true 
potential.

JACOB FITZ



The Swedish charades upstart that ultimately 
has a hand in Donnie’s Swedish defeat.

Annika meets Donnie backstage at the Uppsala event, 
appearing to be an earnest Swedish charades hopeful. 
Eventually we learn that she was all a part of Cassandra’s 
master plan to destroy Donnie Miller. 

ANNIKA EKBERGEN
..



A former charades legend that continues to 
compete well past his prime.

Back in the day, “The Dynamo” was the man to beat in 
professional charades. He was the Donnie Miller of the 
1960s and 1970s.  

Unfortunately, his penchant for gambling keeps him 
needing to be on the active WCF roster.

TIM “THE DYNAMO” 
DEVERAUX



Cassandra’s most “dedicated” fan

Where Marty was a superfan of Donnie Miller, Merle takes 
it to the next level. He would sacrifice his life for 
Cassandra. She is his everything, and he has the restraining 
order to prove it.

MERLE BLUTKIN



THE  
WORLD  
CHARADES  
FEDERATION
It’s the WWE and ULTIMATE FIGHTING CHAMPIONSHIP… 
of  professional charades



“It has the pomp of the Super Bowl with  
the budget of local access television.”



THE FALLEN HERO
In Uppsala, Donnie is defeated and retreats from the sport in 

which he once ruled. Marty finds him in exile.



THIS IS NOT YOUR  
FATHER’S CHARADES

The charades in our film are not the same charades you played 
as a kid in the family den after Thanksgiving dinner.

In the SOUNDS LIKE 
O R A N G E u n i ve r s e , 
charades look more like 
flamboyant dance. Think 
“Step Up” accelerated 
with ridiculousness. 

The audience will readily 
accept what we suggest 
as this “higher level” of 
charades as they go along 
for the ride.

Our performers will 
execute these stylized 
m o v e s w i t h 1 0 0 % 
commitment. The only 
people that will see them 
as bizarrely comedic 
embellishments will be 
the audience. 

Playing it straight to the 
audience is the best way 
to get them on board.

Along with the moves 
t h e m s e l v e s , t h e 
wardrobe will take a 
page out of the high-
concept dance movie 
playbook. The costumes 
w i l l i n f o r m t h e 
characters’ personalities 
with a measured balance 
of sexy and silly.  

Charadists will have an 
intentional look, not 
unlike a professional 
wrestler.





CREATING A LANGUAGE
Charades is a substantial part of  our movie. We need to create 

that “language”  for  the sake of  the joke.

These stylized moves need to come from a real place. Despite them being nonsensical, 
the audience needs to believe they are real. The more they buy-in, the bigger the payoff. 

Our cast and crew will be working closely with choreographers to help develop, 
rehearse, and execute these specialized comedic movements.



COLORS AND LIGHT
Some comedies never embrace how the film should look. We are going 

to not only embrace it, but it will become part of  the gag.

Playing on our mission 
to mingle the serious 
with the silly, our film is 
going to have a harder, 
grittier look. 

F i l m s t h a t a r e 
influencing this look 
include 8 Mile, Fight Club, 
and Payback to name a 
few. These are all in our 
c o l o r a n d l i g h t i n g 
spectrum.

The lighting will have 
more contrast, the film 
will have more grain.  

Our film is all about a 
fringe sport from “the 
streets.” We want to 
make it look like the 
underbelly in which it 
resides. 

Donnie faces a career-
ending defeat early on in 
the film. 

From there, he spends a 
great deal of time in 
emotional and financial 
squalor. He lives in a 
dingy apartment and 
s u p p o r t s h i m s e l f  
washing dishes in an 
equally dingy Chinese 
restaurant.  

The audience will feel his 
station in life. As he 
ascends in the story, so 
will the color palette.





MONTAGES
The montage is a staple of  sports movies. In SOUNDS LIKE ORANGE, we pay homage.



THE MAIN EVENT
Another mainstay of  the sports film is the climactic “main event.” In SOUNDS LIKE 

ORANGE, we get to have ours at the big showdown in the Los Angeles warehouse district.



Two teams at a time are paired up in the ring and competing. The “shooters” (people doing the charades) are on a raised platform with a 
clue box on a pedestal next to them. They draw a slip, charade and discard. The “callers” (or guessers) are standing a few feet in front of  
the shooters, shouting out answers. The charades here look far more dance-like and refined than we traditionally know them to be.

THE SPORT OF CHARADES



THE THREE CHARADES EVENTS

UPPSALA, SWEDEN (c. 2005) THE MOLE’S HOLE 
VICTORVILLE, CALIFORNIA 

(c. 2015)

WAREHOUSE DISTRICT 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 

(c. 2015)



THE ARENA
The WCF stage is an amalgam of  gladiator-themed sports. 
They borrow from everyone from professional wrestling to 

mixed-martial arts.





UPPSALA, SWEDEN
The first event in the film. It is also where 

we see Donnie Miller at his peak…and 
where we see him inevitably defeated.



SET DESIGN CONCEPT
WCF STAGE - Uppsala, Sweden



SET DESIGN CONCEPT
WCF STAGE - Uppsala, Sweden



THE MOLE’S HOLE
The operations hub, and semi-finals location, of  the 

World Charades Federation. It’s where The Mole 
conducts most of  his business.



SET DESIGN CONCEPT
WCF STAGE - “The Mole’s Hole”  

Los Angeles, CA



LOS ANGELES  
WAREHOUSE DISTRICT

The main event where EVERYTHING is 
at stake. EVERYTHING!



THE GOLDEN BOX
In the sport of  professional charades, the Golden Box match is the pinnacle of  the 

sport. It’s a mystical box with the hardest charades clues known to man. It’s the ark of  
the covenant for professional charades and it’s how our heroes will face-off in a 

“sudden death” style final act.

PROP DESIGN CONCEPT





FILMS WITH  
SIMILAR THEMES
Other well-known comedies have  
successfully  capitalized on a similar theme…

BLADES OF GLORY DODGEBALL: A TRUE UNDERDOG STORY

BALLS OF FURY PITCH PERFECT HAPPY GILMORE



THE PROFITABILITY OF THE  
MODESTLY-BUDGETED COMEDY

Here are some examples of  successful comedy films made on a budget.

released 2013 
production budget: $5,000,000 
worldwide gross: $99,000,000 
profit: 1,880%

released 2012 
production budget: $750,000 
worldwide gross: $4,400,000 
profit: 486%

released 2014 
production budget: $18,000,000 
worldwide gross: $268,000,000 
profit: 1,380%

released 2006 
production budget: $79,000 
worldwide gross: $245,000 
profit: 210%



PROMOTING & 
WINNING!
The filmmakers will utilize the powerful 
outreach of  the internet and social media to 
harness awareness for SOUNDS LIKE 
ORANGE.

-Character Facebook & Twitter 
-Cast and Crew social media identities 
-Behind-the-scenes blogs & vlogs 
-Promotional videos 
-Dedicated website for the film 



www.soundslikeorangethemovie.com
www.worldcharadesfederation.com
www.donniemillerfan.com

WEBSITES WE ALREADY OWN…

http://www.soundslikeorangethemovie.com
http://www.worldcharadesfederation.com
http://www.donniemillerfan.com


“MERCHANDISING!  
WHERE THE REAL MONEY  
FROM THE MOVIE IS MADE!”
A unique intellectual property can yield further financial benefit from the 
creation of  products people will want.



PRODUCTS AND 
HOME VIDEO/V.O.D.
Utilizing the business model from the similarly-
scaled comedy film “Napoleon Dynamite” can 
yield even more potential income.

In theaters it grossed $46.1 million dollars. When it 
arrived on DVD, Blu-Ray, and Video-On-Demand, 
Napoleon Dynamite generated an additional $140 
million dollars (304% profit) in sales. It also generated 
a tremendous amount of revenue from merchandising 
(t-shirts, toys, etc.) .



CAST & CREW
SOUNDS LIKE ORANGE: The Fall and Rise of  

Donnie Miller has assembled an impressive blend of  
talent and experience to help bring this film to life. 



Shannon Michael Wamser is an actor/writer/director based in New York City. As an actor he has been seen on some 
exceptional stages around the US. His TV/Film credits include Blue Bloods (CBS), Gossip Girl (WB) and several short and 
independent films. As a producer/director he has started two theatre companies in New York City, and his work has been seen 
in New York and internationally. He has written and produced several new works and adaptations and is currently in 
development of several projects for the stage and screen. He holds an MFA from Ohio University

SHANNON  
MICHAEL  
WAMSER

cast: “DONNIE MILLER”, co-writer, executive producer



Katie hails from the Granite State, and after graduating from Harvard, she worked in theater and dance in NYC and began a torrid 
love affair with The Upright Citizens' Brigade. Now LA-based, Katie has appeared on Justified, Weeds, Community, and Chuck, as well 
as in several independent feature films, commercials, and comedy sketches. Katie was also a featured actress in Mike Piccirillo's film 
April, which had a long festival run in 2012. 2014 brought the debut of the award-winning The Real Truth Behind the Real True Story: 
Donnie Miller, which Katie co-wrote and produced with Mike. As a writer and producer, Katie is also currently developing her 
Boston-based comedy series, The Hub, for television. When she's not on set, Katie can be found battling traffic on the 405 en route 
to LA's one Dunkin Donuts. She'll take a medium regular and a chocolate coconut.

KATIE 
LOCKE 
O’BRIEN

cast: “MARTY McKEEVER”, producer



As a working film crew member, Mike has worked on many high-profile films. In the past few years he’s worked on Cloverfield, Tron: Legacy, 
Oblivion and Saving Mr. Banks. Recently, he finished working on the latest film in the Jurassic Park franchise, Jurassic World. 

Mike enrolled in the UCLA Extension’s Film Directing Certificate program in 2008. The short film, April, was his final thesis project. It went on 
to win Best Spoof Film at the 2010 AOF Film Festival in Pasadena, California. It then went on to win back-to-back comedy awards at Mockfest 
AND Shockfest of Hollywood. It also went on as an official selection in a number of film festivals throughout the world. In 2011, he co-wrote and 
co-directed Strapped, an adult comedy web-series that premiered online and at the 2012 AOF Film Festival as an Official Selection. 

He recently completed the short film The Real Truth Behind The Real True Story: Donnie Miller. Written by himself  and Katie Locke O'Brien, this 
short serves as a companion piece to Sounds Like Orange: The Fall and Rise of  Donnie Miller and is currently making its way through the film 
festival circuit.

MIKE 
PICCIRILLO

director, co-writer, executive producer



Hailing from Memphis, TN.  Barry has over 20 years of film production experience in pretty much every department of a film.  He has 
been a production manager for television shows such as America’s Next Top Model, Justin Timberlake and MTV’s The Phone and BET’s 
Born to Dance among many others.  Prior to his move to television, he was the Production Coordinator on 3:10 To Yuma, The Break Up and 
The Losers and numerous other films.  In addition to these projects, Barry has also produced numerous short films including April & The 
Real Truth Behind The Real True Story: Donnie Miller with writer/director Mike Piccirillo as well as The Third Rule starring Anthony 
Hopkins, Jason Biggs and Josh Hutcherson.  Between these projects, he has continued to develop feature film schedules and budgets for a 
myriad group of established producers and studios.  (e.g.; Prisoners, Runner, Runner, Contraband and many more).   

Currently, Barry has just completed principal photography on the indie feature Forced Move with writer/director Tony Bloodworth and 
has two additional projects in active development; a thriller called Night Driver w/ Joseph Fiennes attached as the lead, and a 
supernatural horror called Canvas with producer Cody Zwieg (“The Hills Have Eyes” and “Last House on the Left”). 

BARRY 
BARCLAY

producer



Andrew is a Los Angeles-based cinematographer with a passion for telling rich, compelling, and meaningful stories through visual narrative. 
After graduating with a focus in Cinematography from Full Sail University in 2007, Andrew has photographed feature films, short films and 
commercials for brands such as Denny's, AT&T, Adidas, Canon, and Zippo. His work has screened at multiple film festivals such as Sundance, 
Slamdance, Cannes, the LA Film Festival and many others. When not behind the camera, Andrew makes furniture, rides motorcycles and drinks 
coffee. Religiously.

ANDREW 
BRINKHAUS

director of photography



Dana Wilson redefines the word “entertainer.” First and foremost, she’s a dancer/choreographer with an appetite for storytelling. She specializes 
in all styles from contemporary to funk and commercial hip-hop.  Dana is currently on her second world tour as a featured dancer with Justin 
Timberlake and has worked on countless commercials, music videos, award shows, and movies (Shrek 4, Charlie Wilson’s War and Dirty Dancing).  
She appeared as a guest choreographer on So You Think You Can Dance Season 7 and has also performed on SNL, Ellen, Dancing With the Stars, 
America’s Got Talent and American Idol.  Dana has worked with other recording artists including  Justin Bieber, Britney Spears, The Backstreet 
Boys, Joe Jonas, Kylie Minogue, and Florence and the Machine. She has also excelled as a creative contributor alongside world-renowned 
choreographers such as Toni Basil, Marty Kudelka, Tony-award winner Andy Blankenbuehler and Emmy-award winner Wade Robson.  Dana’s 
passion for art, colorful characters, comedy and drama have brought success onstage and on-camera as well as behind the scenes.  Dana is one of 
the leading voices of her community as Dancers’ Alliance Board member, SAG/AFTRA Ambassador and creator of her very own Dance Industry 
web-series called More Than Moves TV. She has lit the stage as a performer, become a passionate teacher and choreographer, but above all, is an 
admirer and student of movement with a soft-spot for dance history and a finger on the pulse of the future of the industry.  

DANA  
WILSON

choreographer



Jillian Meyers hails from Portland, Oregon where she grew up training in a multitude of styles with prestigious teachers of the area. In 2004 she 
moved to Los Angeles to pursue her aspiration of becoming a professional dancer. During her time there, she has become a member of Peter 
Chu's company ChuThis. She was a lead in his original production of "Nothing Sticks." She's worked for Cirque Du Soleil under the direction 
of Tabitha and Napoleon D'umo. She has also been an assistant to Brian Friedman, Tovaris Wilson, Mia Michaels, Wade Robson, Gil Duldulao 
and Mandy Moore on the hit show, "So You Think You Can Dance". She has had the pleasure of working with multiple recording artists such as 
John Legend, Kylie Minogue, Annie Lennox, Christina Aguilera, Nikki Minaj, Jennifer Lopez, and most extensively, Janet Jackson. You may have 
seen her in Janet's videos, overseas performances, and a variety of television appearances, as well touring the world with her. Ultimately, Jillian 
loves to dance and is excited by any experience related to her passion!

JILLIAN  
MEYERS

choreographer



THE REAL TRUTH BEHIND 
THE REAL TRUE STORY: 

DONNIE MILLER
This short film was created by the filmmakers as an 

addendum to this project. In the universe of  
SOUNDS LIKE ORANGE, it takes place after 

Donnie’s Swedish disaster and before he meets Marty.

WINNER - 2014 The SHAM Film Festival - Audience Choice Award 

WINNER - 2014 IndieWorks Screening Series - Audience Choice Award 

Nominated for BEST COMEDY SHORT and BEST COMEDY FILM at the 
2014 Action-On-Film International Film Festival!



LET’S 
MAKE 
THIS 

MOVIE!


